
VAST Vision December 2022

 December 7 Monthly Meeting

THEME: DADA HOLIDAY
FOOD, FUN AND A “MINI” SHOW (All art work for the mini show has to be no

larger than 6”x 6”, but can be a lot smaller.)
DADA Video (short but informative)

SOUPS TO SAVOR WITH CRACKERS, AND COOKIES OF COURSE
PIN THE MUSTACHE ON MONA LISA

EXQUISITE CORPSE GAME WITH 4 PERSON TEAMS
Combine the 2 objects Drawing Game

WINE GLASS PAINTING (Be sure to bring something to cover your clothes if
you are a messy painter. Wine glass and supplies will be provided. Go as
detailed or as Minimalist as you like. It is your wine glass to take home.)

 



History of DADA Movement

Dada (/ˈdɑːdɑː/) or Dadaism was an art movement of the European avant-garde in the early
20th century, with early centers in Zürich, Switzerland, at the Cabaret Voltaire (in 1916). 
 Dada emerged from a period of artistic and literary movements like Futurism, Cubism and
Expressionism; centered mainly in Italy, France and Germany respectively, in those years.
However, unlike the earlier movements Dada was able to establish a broad base of support,
giving rise to a movement that was international in scope. Its adherents were based in cities
all over the world including New York, Zürich, Berlin, Paris and others. There were regional
differences like an emphasis on literature in Zürich and political protest in Berlin.. 1915, and
after 1920 Dada flourished in Paris. Dadaist activities lasted until the mid 1920s.

Developed in reaction to World War I, the Dada movement consisted of artists who rejected
the logic, reason, and aestheticism of modern capitalist society, instead expressing
nonsense, irrationality, and anti-bourgeois protest in their works. The art of the movement
spanned visual, literary, and sound media, including collage, sound poetry, cut-up writing,
and sculpture. Dadaist artists expressed their discontent toward violence, war, and
nationalism, and maintained political affinities with radical left-wing and far-left politics.
The Dadaist movement included public gatherings, demonstrations, and publication of
art/literary journals; passionate coverage of art, politics, and culture were topics often
discussed in a variety of media. Key figures in the movement included Jean Arp, Johannes
Baader, Hugo Ball, Marcel Duchamp, Max Ernst, Elsa von Freytag-Loringhoven, George
Grosz, Raoul Hausmann, John Heartfield, Emmy Hennings, Hannah Höch, Richard
Huelsenbeck, Francis Picabia, Man Ray, Hans Richter, Kurt Schwitters, Sophie Taeuber-Arp,
Tristan Tzara, and Beatrice Wood, among others. The movement influenced later styles like
the avant-garde and downtown music movements, and groups including Surrealism,
nouveau réalisme, pop art and Fluxus.

Many Dadaists believed that the 'reason' and 'logic' of bourgeois capitalist society had led
people into war. They expressed their rejection of that ideology in artistic expression that
appeared to reject logic and embrace chaos and irrationality. For example, George Grosz
later recalled that his Dadaist art was intended as a protest "against this world of mutual
destruction".

According to Hans Richter Dada was not art: it was "anti-art".  Dada represented the
opposite of everything which art stood for. Where art was concerned with traditional
aesthetics, Dada ignored aesthetics. If art was to appeal to sensibilities, Dada was intended
to offend.

A reviewer from the American Art News stated at the time that "Dada philosophy is the
sickest, most paralyzing and most destructive thing that has ever originated from the brain
of man." Art historians have described Dada as being, in large part, a "reaction to what many
of these artists saw as nothing more than an insane spectacle of collective homicide".
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The shock and scandal the movement inflamed was deliberate; Dadist magazines were
banned and their exhibits closed. Some of the artists even faced imprisonment. These
provocations were part of the entertainment but, over time, audiences' expectations
eventually outpaced the movement's capacity to deliver. As the artists' well-known
"sarcastic laugh" started to come from the audience, the provocations of Dadaists began to
lose their impact. Dada was an active movement during years of political turmoil from 1916
when European countries were actively engaged in World War I, the conclusion of which, in
1918, set the stage for a new political order.

Legacy
While broadly based, the movement was unstable. By 1924 in Paris, Dada was melding into
Surrealism, and artists had gone on to other ideas and movements, including Surrealism,
social realism and other forms of modernism. Some theorists argue that Dada was actually
the beginning of postmodern art. 

By the dawn of the Second World War, many of the European Dadaists had emigrated to the
United States. Some (Otto Freundlich, Walter Serner) died in death camps under Adolf
Hitler, who actively persecuted the kind of "degenerate art" that he considered Dada to
represent. The movement became less active as post-war optimism led to the development
of new movements in art and literature.

Several notable retrospectives have examined the influence of Dada upon art and society.
In 1967, a large Dada retrospective was held in Paris. In 2006, the Museum of Modern Art in
New York City mounted a Dada exhibition in partnership with the National Gallery of Art in
Washington D.C. and the Centre Pompidou in Paris. The LTM label has released a large
number of Dada-related sound recordings, including interviews with artists such as Tzara,
Picabia, Schwitters, Arp, and Huelsenbeck, and musical repertoire including Satie,
Ribemont-Dessaignes, Picabia, and Nelly van Doesburg.

Musician Frank Zappa was a self-proclaimed Dadaist after learning of the movement:
In the early days, I didn't even know what to call the stuff my life was made of. You can
imagine my delight when I discovered that someone in a distant land had the same idea—
AND a nice, short name for it.

David Bowie adapted William S. Burrough's cut-up technique for writing lyrics and Kurt
Cobain also admittedly used this method for many of his Nirvana lyrics, including "In
Bloom".
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DADA Cut-up Technique for Poetry

Cut-up technique is an extension of collage to
words themselves, Tristan Tzara describes this in
the Dada Manifesto:

TO MAKE A DADAIST POEM
Take a newspaper.
Take some scissors.
Choose from this paper an article of the length you
want to make your poem.
Cut out the article.
Next carefully cut out each of the words that make
up this article and put them all in a bag.
Shake gently.
Next take out each cutting one after the other.
Copy conscientiously in the order in which they
left the bag.
The poem will resemble you.
And there you are – an infinitely original author of
charming sensibility, even though unappreciated
by the vulgar herd.
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REFRESHMENTS FOR DECEMBER MEETING

DECEMBER ARTISTS BIRTHDAYS

2 Georges Seurat 1859
4 Wassily Kandinsky 1866
7 Stuart Davis 1894
8 Diego Rivera 1886
12 Edvard Munch 1863
12 Helen Frankenthaler 1928
18 Paul Klee 1879
22 Jean-Michel Basquiat 1960
24 Joseph Cornell 1903
31 Henri Matisse 1869

SOUPS
KIMBERLY KARL-TOMATO BASIL SOUP
BONNIE MERRRITT- Chicken tortilla
Sadaf Munshi- soup
Pat Fairchild-soup
PAT REINKE- SOUP/CHILI AND PAT HEBERLING

CRACKERS
JUDI SMOTHERS
MADELINE EATON

CORNBREAD
LISA DANIELS AND JAN JONES

CHEESE TRAY - ELOISE AND RAY SEARS

DESSERTS
FRAN SCHURTLEFF
TARA HOLL

COOKIES 2 DOZEN
KATHY MACCARONE
BECCA HINES
DALY MONTGONERY
CHARLES FARMER
GAIL COPE

BROWNIE BITES
REBECCA BARHAM
SALAD
MONICA MOEN
ELLEN FRENKEL

For more information or to sign up, please
contact Olivia Walker at ojbwalker@me.com.



MONTHLY MINI-SHOWS - CHANGES FOR 2022-23
Artist of the Month/Year:  Mini-Show and competition will continue ‘as is’, with cash prizes for first and
second place winners (sponsored by The Stafford Group). Monthly first-place winners are automatically
entered for the Artist of the Year competition during the May meeting (no regular mini-shows in April or
May). First place winners may exhibit, but may not compete for the remainder of the VAST year.

A NEW Show in Town:
In order to expand our creativity and invite participation in other areas of interest, we’re experimenting
with a second show called Creative Stretch. A $25 gift certificate is awarded to the first place winner
(sponsored by Jerry’s Artarama). If desired, Creative Stretch pieces may also be entered in a mini-show
in a different month.

Details:  This year we’ll be creatively exploring the following:

September:            Photography 
October:                  Fall Themed Artwork
November:             Box Challenge
December:             Tiny Pieces (6”x6” pieces or smaller)
January:                   Trash to Treasure – reused products only
February:                 Mardi Gras Themed Artwork
March:                     Spring Fling Florals Theme
April (high school student show only)
May:                        3D Art (ceramics, textiles, sculpture)  

Reintroducing - Artist Supply Exchange:
There is a designated area for artists to bring supplies, tools, books – anything ‘art related’ that the artist
would like to pass along. Everyone is invited to give/take as desired. Anything left over will be kept for
the next month, given away, or tossed if no one can use the materials.      

Questions???? Please contact Pam Livingston



MINI SHOW AND CREATIVE STRETCH WINNERS

First Place Mini-Show:
Kathy Maccarone, Painted Lady Gainesville, 

Watercolor
 

Runner-Up Mini-Show:
Lisa Daniels, Ghost Ranch #4,

Watercolor
 

Winner Creative Stretch, Box Challenge:
Olivia Walker, That's the Ticket,
Mixed Media























MEMBERS IN THE NEWS
From Darla Bostick:

I am scheduled to paint plein aire at the Wayne Ferguson Plaza in Lewisville on 5 Nov 10:30-noon and on
12 Nov I am scheduled to do the same at the Keller Art Walk all day.

I have a large watercolor, "Cholla Cactus, Ghost Ranch" accepted to the Juried Membership Exhibition of
Society of Watercolor Artists in Fort Worth at the UNT Health Science Center building in their atrium
gallery running now through 19 Nov.

Beginning 13 November I will have some works up at the Main St Cafe on old Main Street in Lewisville with
the Visual Arts of Lewisville.

From Carol Rowley:

Several VAST artists (Kathy Albright, Robin Butt) volunteer with others at The Art Room, a local non-profit
which uses art in helping clients undergoing counseling to deal with their problems. The Art Room and our
VAST volunteers have hosted an evening art education project for the public on Friday, November 18,
2022, at the Dallas Museum of Art. Their project is in conjunction with the DMA's new exhibit about artist
Matthew Wong titled "Matthew Wong: The Realm of Appearances." The exhibit runs until February 19,
2023.

For more info, visit www.dma.org/programs/event/make-take-intuitive-creation-poetry-and-pictures

https://dma.org/programs/event/make-take-intuitive-creation-poetry-and-pictures


December 2022 Calendar Art



Galleries and Museum Exhibitions of Note

Yayoi Kusama “Aftermath of Obliteration of Eternity”
The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston

https://www.mfah.org/collection/kusama-aftermath-obliteration-eternity

Murillo: "From Heaven to Earth"
Kimbell Art Museum, Fort Worth

https://kimbellart.org/exhibition/murillo-heaven-earth

Dalí/Vermeer: A Dialogue
Meadows Museum, Dallas

https://meadowsmuseumdallas.org/exhibitions/dali-
vermeer-a-dialogue/

Nairy Baghramian: Modèle vivant
Nasher Sculpture Center, Dallas

https://www.nashersculpturecenter.org/art/exhibitio
ns/exhibition/id/1897?nairy-baghramian-modle-

vivant

Ying Li: Quintessence
Valley House Gallery & Sculpture Garden, Dallas

https://www.valleyhouse.com/
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Answers on next page



KEEP IN TOUCH!
To be sure you receive membership news and the Vision newsletter, make sure that your
electronic address book has the emails below added to your contacts list. (Or they may end
up in your junk mail!)
Vision@VASTarts.org (VISION Newsletter)
VASTArtsMembershipChairperson@gmail.com  (Membership email)

VAST website: vastarts.org
Facebook: Visual-Arts-Society-of-Texas
Instagram: VAST Arts

Contacts

Art Around Town
UNT CoLab 

207 N. Elm Street, Denton, TX
colab.unt.edu/

 
Patterson-Appleton Arts Center

400 E. Hickory Street, Denton, TX 76201 
For more information: dentonarts.com

Texas Woman's University Art Galleries
East Gallery and West Gallery 

TWU galleries
 

University of North Texas Art Galleries
CVAD Gallery

Paul Voertman Gallery
For more information: UNT galleries 

President@vastarts.org
VP_Programs@vastarts.org
VP_Exhibits@vastarts.org 
VASTArtsTreasurer@gmail.com 

VASTArtsSecretary@gmail.com 
VISION@vastarts.org 
ArtsMembership@vastarts.org
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